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Over the years, as G.K. FOUNDERS PVT.LTD, we have always worked hard to
give our customers personalized solutions and to create new possibilities for
them. The substantial investments in technology we have made in recent years
and our employees’ high level of expertise make it possible for us to extrude the
most complex parts to meet our customers’ specific needs. Our reputation for
excellence is based on quality and innovation.

AN ISO 9001-2015 CERTIFIED COMPNAY

ABOUT US
G.K. Founders. P.Ltd is a reputed ISO-9001:2015 certified
company manufacturing aluminium alloy ingots, aluminium gravity die
castings, cast iron crucible etc . It was established in the year 1988. Our
founder Shree G.G. Ranka with his ability and strength of work
started his vision of an Independent and industrially strong nation
inspired his many achievements. The group is well supported and
managed by team of an experienced and knowledgeable professionals.
Over the years we have gained experienced and are able to meet the needs
and requirements of the customers. We have been able to establish cordial
relations and have extensive trade relations with the clients. We always keep a
stringent check on quality to secure repeat orders from our clients.
In late 2012, G.K.F.P.L announced that the future focus and core of
aluminum alloy ingot will be branded goods. As the growth will come through
allocating capital within this area. G.K.F.P.L's aim for the same going
forward will therefore be on operational improvements to enable the company
to achieve its stated financial targets and then, within two to three years, to
find a structural way to exit and achieve a deeper understanding of consumer
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OUR PRODUCTS
We provide qualitative Aluminium Alloy Ingots for the clients, which are highly
acclaimed by the clients for their excellent yield and quality. We offer aluminum
alloy ingots of primary and secondary grades as per IS, BS, AS standards.







Qualitative Product Line
High grade Raw-Material Used.
Customization Facility
Competitive Prices
Effective Packing Facility With Prompt Delivery

ALUMINIUM ALLOY INGOTS
The major advantages of using the state of art production technology






It will reduce the rejection rate on final casting.
It eliminates the porosity.
It ensures the homogeneous chemical composition.
It also maintains the required physical properties.
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OUR PRODUCTS
DE-OXIDENT PRODUCTS(CUBES,SHOTS,NOTCH BAR)

ALUMINIUM NOTCH BAR

ALUMINIUM SHOTS

ALUMINIUM CUBES

ALUMINIUM SHOTS
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ALUMINIUM DIE CASTING
More & more casting applications are making effective use of aluminum as a
metal as it is not only superior in performance but also offers low cost-toproduction ratio as well as are light in weight. The use of aluminum metal also
allows providing highly engineered & complex parts that are conducive,
lightweight, corrosion-resistant as well as versatile, thus finding application in
many industry applications.

 Highest operating temperatures
 Outstanding corrosion resistance
 Good strength and hardness.
 Very good strength and hardness and Light-weight
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OUR CONTACT DETAILS
HEAD OFFICE ADDRESS
OFFICE ADDRESS

B/201, JYOTI PLAZA, ABOVE OM SAI TATA MOTORS, S. V. ROAD,
KANDIVALI (W) ,
MUMBAI - 400067, MAHARASHTRA. (INDIA).

CONTACT NOS.

022 28614546/47/
022 32569042.

FAX NO.

022 28614546.

WEEKLY OFF
WEB SITE

SUNDAY
www.gkfounders.com

FACTORY ADDRESS
WORKS ADDRESS

SURVEY # 252, PART NO. 253 & 322, KHANIWALI KANCHAN ROAD,
PALSAI PATHA, VILLAGE - AMBISTE KHURDH, TALUKA - WADA,
DISTRICT - THANE - 421320, MAHARASHTRA, (INDIA).

CONTACT NOS.

02526- 237237
08108100246

FAX NO.

02526- 237237

WEEKLY OFF

WEB SITE

FRIDAY
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